
Date & Title: 21st June Ascot 5f Queen Mary 

4.25 Formidable Kitt, Happy Like A Fool, One Minute, Out Of The Flames 

3.75 Chica La Habana, Darkanna, Emilia James, Heartache, Maybride, Mother Of Dragons, Mrs 

Gallagher,  

3.5 Go Bananas, Neola 

3.25 Lady Anjorica, Missy Mischief, Now You’re Talking, Pursuing The Dream, Sirici 

3  

2.75 Bath And Tennis, Debutante’s Ball,  

2.5  

2.25 Mamba Noire, Treasuring 

1.5 Rioticism, 1.25 Wings Of The Rock  

Preview – Happy with the top four plus Mrs Gallagher as a shortlist. The betting at present suggests 

Happy Like A Fool is expected by Ward. Although I have not seen her in the flesh Neola from Mick 

Channon will also need a close look. Of the UK runners I would hope that Mrs Gallagher and Out Of 

The Flames can repeat what they did when they met at Ascot fto with the positions reversed. 

Prior race notes 

One Minute – small and kept rugged. Short bodied, not a lot of room for the jock. Well prepared by 

Mr Haggas and simply scooted clear after having to overcome a lot of bumping from Demon’s Rock. 

A default 75 for winning a maiden but not given with any confidence that she is not better or worse 

than this. 

Out Of The flames – Oh those Hannons, they knew this was a good one but it was hard to see that, 

she did not look quite fit enough to do herself justice today. Medium sized and deep girthed, holds 

herself well. Perhaps slightly less tall than Ertiyad and hard to know who might come out on top next 

time. Plenty left to work on and this may be the reason Ryan resorted to using the stick, I think they 

expected to win. 88 

Out Of The Flames – Well she did this easily enough in the end but I would think it was soon enough 

after her Ascot run. It is instructive to look at her picture today and compare it with her after the 

Ascot run. She is certainly fitter but looks to be running up a bit light. Maybe I have marginally over-

rated her at Ascot, the question is whether as this looked a bit soon it is an even better performance 

than it looks to go with an Evans speedster and then win comfortably. Not inclined to raise her mark 

despite the win. 88 but could be higher.  

Mrs Gallagher – Small, and suffering here from the worst photograph of the field. In the flesh she 

was not downhill as she appears here and because the photo caught her as she prepared to buck 

both rear hooves are off the ground and she looks a bit tucked up. In a normal walk she looked more 

like a tiny tank. What a ride from Silvestre, she was far too free for the first 2f and then was passed 



as she entered the last 2f by Out Of The Flames with Ryan up. To get back up from half a length 

down and take this after wasting so much petrol early was a really pleasing performance. Looks like 

a 5f animal and if she settles better nto could feature at Ascot. A tough little battler and if settling 

better should improve again. 85+ 

Heartache review – Somehow missed this girl in the pre-parade, she was very fractious and kept 

coming too close to me for a decent picture.  

 

Heartache - Looks tall and strong, good proportions. Won well 90 



 

Happy Like A Fool – Powerfully made, not athleticism of winner. 84 



 

Out Of The Flames – Just lacks that extra touch of class to make it further than this, maybe listed at 

best. 87 



 

Now You’re Talking – Impressive chest cavity and length but a bit under-developed behind for 55f. 

Took the eye several times. 86 



 

Neola – On the small side, chunky, strong, fit. I wonder why Charles Bishop was not riding, pocket 

talking but why Graham Lee? Ran a very solid race and looks a proper sprinter. 80 



 

Pursuing The Dream – A lot of front end, only top end of small. Ran well on near side. 78 



 

Darkanna – Clearly better than my original rating but only ordinary. 76 



 

Treasuring – small 75 

 



Missy Mischief – Likeable, should win a maiden. 75 

 

Maybride – Tall and leggy, bit awkwardly made. 73 



 

Mrs Gallagher – Looks as though she was unlucky due to the draw. 85 



 

Lady Anjorica – Quite strongly made, 75 



 

Mamba Noire – 75 

 



Sirici – Smaller type 73 

 

Mother Of Dragons – 72 



 

Formidable Kitt – another disadvantaged by racing far side. 80 



 

Bath And Tennis – Not really the quality for this. Narrow. 70 



 

Rioticism – 70 



 

Debutante’s Ball – Here for the beer 64 



 

Wings Of The Rock – Better than this made her look. 74 



 

Chica La Habana – 72 



 

Go Bananas – Here for the Pimms 60 



 

Emilia James – Never revealed 70 

 

 

 

 


